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Edited by Steve Chilton

Tales from the Mac Room - a month (or
two) in the life of the CARTO-SOC
Listserv

As not all members of the Society are subscribers to CARTO-SOC,

it seemed a good idea to summarise some of the information that

has been communicated. The following is a summary of a typical

couple of month’s transactions. The questions and answers are not

credited to the contributors, but where contact details are deemed

appropriate to the answer they are included. As much as possible

direct advertising or blatant commercialism his been edited out of

these highlights. It is hoped that publishing this data will help

those not “wired” to keep in touch will developments that are noti-

fied through the CARTO-SOC listserv.

Q: I need do buy a photogrammetry book. What’s the

best in the market? A kind of photogrammetry “bible”.

Good photogrammetry lessons or papers links are wel-

come too.

A: Have a look at the “American Society for Photogram-
metry & Remote Sensing”
http://www.asprs.org
https://eserv.asprs.org/wasprs/ScriptContent/Index.cfm
Photogrammetry Publications Manual of Photogrammetry,
5th Edition.

If you want an on-line manual, try at :
http://umbc7.umbc.edu/~tbenja1/santabar/rscc.html

Q: Can someone give be chapter and verse on the origin

and makeup of Vice Counties?

A: Vice-counties (112 of them) were introduced in the 19th
century by H C Watson for botanical purposes and based on
old county divisions. A map of them used to appear in the
journal of the Botanical Society of the British Isles. I don’t
know whether it still does.

Q: I have been searching the web for a website or infor-

mation about Goad Plans. In my property I have a

Goad Plans map of Dundee City centre in 1989 and was

wondering how I would be able to get in touch with this

company to see when they last printed a map of this

area. I am about to begin an investigation on this area

for my Advanced Higher Geography course and this

map would greatly help me.

A: contact Nick Bullmore at Latitude on 01707 663090. He
should be able to supply the information you require.

A: contact Goad directly, at http://www.goadplans.co.uk or
phone 01707 636932/901 for mail order.

A: Goad were bought by Experian. Try looking at:
http://www.uk.experian.com/

Q: Anyone have experience of using ArcView to

produce urban land use maps? We have a student

project which has grown out of hand, a very simple but

large database of information collected for each

building in an urban area. We wondered how best to

construct the database in order to display multiple uses

on multiple floored buildings (we have extracted all rel-

evant building polygons from digital superplan data). If

anybody has any experience to share or can direct me to

any relevant papers I would be most grateful.

A: Try contacting Prof. Mike Batty at the Centre for Ad-
vanced Spatial Analysis at the Bartlett Schhol of Planning,
University College London. CASA has done a lot of work
on urban visualisation.

Q: I would like:

1. scan a page out of an atlas

2. geo-reference the image according to projection,

datum and coord’s displayed at grid intersections

3. digitize over the scanned, georeferenced image to

create GIS base maps

What software can do the georeferencing? Is there one

flexible enough to easily handle the variety of atlas I

might want to use?

A: You should be able to do this in either Adobe Illustrator
or Macromedia FreeHand if you have the appropriate ver-
sion of MAPublisher installed.
See http://www.avenza.com for more info.

Q: Does anyone know where I may find the formula for

a Gore Projection? I need it so that I can recreate the

projection in a GIS.

A: I have not heard of a “Gore” projection. If you are refer-
ring to globe gores, yours could be based on any one of
many projections. It would take some effort to determine
which.

A: My discussion is from a programmer’s point of view. If
your GIS software has a ‘programming capability’ this text
should be helpful. If more information is required go here:
http://wolf.its.ilstu.edu/microcam/
In the ‘User Provided Data’ section is a file called
‘MWDBPOLY.ZIP’. This database includes source code
that runs in Quick Basic 4.5 (or Qbasic) and Draws the
‘Goode Homolosine’. Old code, but, the techniques de-
scribed below are used.
Gore maps consist of map strips that are bounded by two
Meridians anywhere from 10 to 30 degrees apart. This type
of map was originally conceived so that map sections could
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be drawn on paper and then pasted onto a globe. Typical
projection classes used were Various Azimuthals,
Globulars, Polyconics, and Pseudoconics. BTW, Snyder
uses Waldseemüller’s 1507 concept applied to the Nicolosi
Globular in his book ‘Flattening the Earth’.
There is no specific ‘formula’ for a Gore Map. There, how-
ever, is a ‘technique’ that needs to be applied to the
projection formulas that you plan to use. In Software the
Gores can be created by treating the map as an ‘Inter-
rupted/Recentered’ projection. As in a Interrupted
projection each individual ‘Gore’ will have its own ‘Central
Meridian’ (Lambda 0). In your software you need to use
conditional statements to associate your Longitude values
to the specific gore boundaries and their Central Meridians.
After the initial X-Coordinate value is calculated (Every-
thing needs to be in Radians, here) use the following code
snippet to offset the X-Coordinate to its proper place:
XCoord = (XCoord) + (Gore_Lambda_0 * Map_Radius)

Note: The line of code above will work fine as long as the
Central Meridian of the ‘Whole Map’ is Zero Degrees. For
Values other than Zero Degrees, the Gore_Lambda_0 value
needs to be ‘Normalized’ against the Whole Map’s Central
Meridian. BTW, I’ve included the ‘Normalize’ Routine that
I use for completeness of the discussion, however, if you
can recenter your map to a different ‘Central Meridian’ it is
already available in your software.

Static Function Normalize#(LambdaVal#, Lambda0Val#)

‘

‘ This subroutine is responsible for placing the Longitude
(Lambda)

‘ value into the correct part of the map in relation to the selected

‘ Central Longitude (Lambda0) of the map.

‘

‘ Modifed to VB from ‘Proj.4’ C source

‘

‘ Constants used:

‘ Deg180 = PI

‘ Deg360 = 2 * PI

‘

‘ Local Variables Used

‘ ——————————

Dim LambdaDiff As Double ‘ Stores the difference between

‘ the current Lambda Value and

‘ the central Longitude.

‘

LambdaDiff = LambdaVal# - Lambda0Val#

Do While Abs(LambdaDiff) > Deg180

If LambdaDiff < 0 Then

LambdaDiff = LambdaDiff + Deg360

Else

LambdaDiff = LambdaDiff - Deg360

End If

Loop

Normalize# = LambdaDiff

‘

End Function ‘ { Normalize#. }

Q: Does anyone know of anyone doing research/exam-

ples on the web/or any information on time/space

network maps with reference to transport - especially

airports/air travel.

A: Try TimeMap Project (Archaeological Computing Lab-
oratory, University of Sydney)
http://www.timemap.net/
Nothing about network maps but very much related with
Time and cultural issues.

A: I’m not aware of ‘research’ on the subject of air net-
works, but I believe Alan Colinson was involved in the
design of some rather attractive maps produced for British
Airways. Alastair Morrison of this U of Glasgow Depart-
ment of Geography has done extensive work on bus route
maps. Some of this has been published in the Cartographic
Journal and Cartographica.

A: You will find a scattering of topical examples and, better
yet, some principles of practice, in the following books:
Information Graphics, Wildbur and Burke, Thames and
Hudson, NY, 1998.
Graphis Diagram, Pedersen, Graphis, Inc., 1996.
And, for a historical tour de force, Edward Tufte’s:
The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, Graphics
Press, 1983.
Visual Explanations, Graphics Press, 1997.
Envisioning Information, Graphics Press, 1995.
Although few examples are published on the web, National
Air Traffic Services in the UK and FAA in the USA both
have several related web pages, and both deal extensively
with time/space concepts.

A: there is some interesting research into space/time acces-
sibility at Auckland University in NZ. They use network
analysis, but based on road, ferry, and train networks. They
are just about to start doing a web-mapping related survey.
Check it out at:
ht tp: / /www.geog.auck land.ac .nz /Research/s tu-
dents_in_space_and_time/

Q: Does anyone have/know where I can get a base map

of GB down to current Unitary authorities and district

council level at a scale of around 1:1.5M (or larger). In a

format suitable for FreeHand 8.

A: Try the Bartholomew 1:200 000 GB database, available
through CHEST to you. If your university already sub-
scribes then the cost to you will be nothing. You can use
MAPublisher to import the ArcInfo data.

Q: I am sure this question has been submitted before,

but it was only someone else’s problem then. Is there a

NTF to DXF translator, preferably free which will run

on a Mac?

A: Is your institution registered for the Edina Digimap ser-
vice. If so login and go to the help pages. There is a help
page there that lists known NTF converter packages, some
of which are downloadable.

A: None of which are Mac compatible I’m afraid. The only
option would be to run one of these under an emulator such
as SoftWindows or Real PC. I would also be very interested
if anyone has come across a native Mac converter.

A: I struggle along using ESRI Map Manager and MapInfo.
Convert NTFs to ESRI shapefiles using ESRI Map Man-
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ager. Whilst in ESRI Map Manager append shapefiles in to
one file. In MapInfo translate shapefile (oslines.shp) into
MapInfo TAB file. Open MapInfo TAB file and export as
an AutoCad DXF.

A: my (long-winded maybe) method is to export from
AutoCAD a pdf file of them, which will then open as
editable paths in FreeHand.can be fiddly to tidy up the
linework but I end up with a satisfactory result.

Q: Can anybody point me in the direction of informa-

tion regarding the ins and outs of producing maps for

colour blind users with specific regards to use of correct

colours etc. I know there are some of you out there who

are involved in this work. Online resources would be

preferable but any would be appreciated.

A: There is a “Color Blindness” section in the “Designing
More Usable Web Sites" page at:
http://trace.wisc.edu/world/web/

It is under the heading “Selected Resources on Disability
and Web Use”. It is not carto-specific but it has a number of
useful tools and links. I’ve downloaded and installed the
Java tool from Vischeck. See:
http://vischeck.com/index.php3
It allows you to view a map as a color-blind user would see
it (simulating three different types of color-blindness).
There are Windows, Mac, and Linux versions. Also, there
was a related discussion on Carto-Soc back in July 2001 -
check out the archive.
http://www.soc.org.uk/cartosoc/index.html

A: I am developing a cartographic designer’s colour picker
which automatically selects suitable colours once the
designer has started to select his first colour. The main
problem is the conflict of colours rather than the inability to
see any particular colour. It is more about retaining
differiention rather than avoiding particular colours.
Avoiding combinations of particular colours is the key. Of
course certain colour choices are going to be more limiting
than others, but I prefer to give the choice back to the
designer/cartographer rather than some of the prescriptive
solutions suggested so far. The tendancy otherwise is to end
up with all blue/brown maps which I find cold and
particularly unpleasing to the general users eye. Cindy
Brewer has a lovely little postcard diagram which has been
an inspiration for my software tool. You might get it on the
web somewhere.

Q: Does anyone know of an interactive gazetteer of UK -

ie one that you can interrogate and get Nat Grid values

for a location if you don’t know it? The Digimap Service

one is not available yet (till sometime in 2001 according

to Edina!), and I couldn’t find one on the OS site.

A: If you go to the OS web site and select Products, then
Landranger, you can search for sheets by entering a place
name. The information provided includes a four-figure grid
reference and latitude and longitude of the place searched
for.

A: If you are looking for addressable objects could you not
use OS Address Point, not sure if it is covered in the
academic SLA, but it is still a useful product

A: Try Multimap.com. Underneath the map it gives you lo-
cal information such as the Grid reference.

A: Try http://www.streetmap.com, go to the UK section. At
the bottom of the maps it shows is a conversion for national
grid, lat long etc. Gives all these details for the place you en-
ter.

A: The Edina interactive gazetteer of UK will be available
to Digimap site reps in January 2002 and to all users soon
after that. Edina are currently testing it. In the meantime, the
placename search facility in the basic mapping tool pro-
vides the following...
Place Name County Name Easting Northing
Edinample Stirling 259886 722627

Edina have also been awarded a contract to build a demon-
stration of an interactive gazetteer of UK which includes
current and historic boundaries as well as place names and
other types of features. If data licensing problems can be
resolved, then this would allow you to undertake searches
such as: Where is Ormskirk? Which major towns are within
50 miles? What parishes lie within the boundaries of
Ormskirk? In which county does it lie? Through which
counties does the river Severn flow? What is the county
town of Shropshire? Give me a list of all settlements within
the Southport primary care area. What parishes fall partially
or wholly within the Lake District National Park?

Q: My sister was over from the states last week and we

got on talking about how vast the USA is and in particu-

lar the desolate places like the badlands. I said that in

England (England only) you would find it hard to get 15

miles from human habitation meaning any dwelling at

all, well getting to the point “where is the most out of the

way place in England (mainland)". I have posted this

question all over the net and nobody has answered, I

thought if anybody would know the answer it has to be

the bods who make the maps.

A: There are several different definitions of this as you
might expect, and various villages etc squabble over it
rather pathetically. The following in the 2000 hillwalking
fanzine The Angy Corrie quiz was one version I suppose:
Q - Why was Dunsop Bridge chosen for the installation of
BT’s 100,000th payphone (unveiled by Sir Ranulph
Fiennes on 29/6/92)?
A - To mark the official OS calculation of the exact centre of
Great Britain, including its 401 principal offshore islands.
This is reckoned to be at SD 63770 56550, above the
Brennand Valley on Brown Syke Moss, 600 metres west of
Whitendale Hanging Stones. Dunsop Bridge is the nearest
village.

Q: In an article I recently read (on restaurants in Essex!)

the author made a reference to a piece of news regarding

the first totally blank grid square (on land) on an O.S.

map. The square was supposedly near Scunthorpe. I

have Landranger 112 but cannot find such a square.

A: This little news item was ‘discussed’ in The Guardian
letters page a couple of weeks ago. Someone also
mentioned another grid square which just contained a
contour line (I think). Can’t remember which map/area it
was though (you might be able to search The Guardian ar-
chives for it).

A: The actual square is on sheet 106, ref: SE8322, just by
Ousefleet.
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A: Not quite the same, but a story that could be related:
Many years ago (about 20?) Laser-Scan did a digitising job
which involved capturing the outlines of all the woodlands
in Britain, by edge-following everything that was in green
on the OS maps, using our FASTRAK automated digitiser. I
think that would have been using the 1:50K first edition. We
also calculated areas and centroids. One day, a co-worker
burst into the development room shouting “There are no
trees in Cleethorpes!”. What he had discovered was that
there was one of the 50K sheets, which was mainly sea, and
had no woodland on it at all! That speeded up the digitising
process for that sheet no end, but I seem to remember
caused various problems with our flowline because the soft-
ware was not expecting and empty file! Anyway the cry of
“there are no trees in Cleethorpes” became part of company
folklore whenever Cleethorpes was mentioned (admittedly
not very often).

A: to prove that there is a website for almost everything, go
to the BBC’s Home Truths site at:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio4/hometruths/emptymapsquare
s.shtml

A: good and amusing summing up of the issue of blank OS
squares from last year can be found at Scotland Online in an
article by Dave Hewitt:
h t t p : / / w w w . s c o t l a n d o n l i n e . c o m / o u t-
doors/columista.cfm?feature_cat_id=27&selectedfeature
_id=1519
Dave is founder and editor of the recommended hillwalking
fanzine The Angry Corrie (TAC). He added in an email that:
“There aren’t any truly blank squares on the landranger se-
ries, but one of the old pre-metric sheets had a square that
came damn close to being white - again down Humber way I
think."

Q: I am trying to source some data for the counties of the

United States for use as a base map for some thematic

data suitable for editing in Freehand. Can anyone point

me in the right direction?

A: Try http://wolf.its.ilstu.edu/microcam
Look under ‘User Provided Mapping Data’. I converted
closed polygon US State and County boundaries that were
originally available from the Census Web site to a format
that MicroCAM could read. You can change the file exten-
sions of these files from *.GRF to *.DAT and the software at
http://www.versamap.com will be able to read them. In ad-
dition if you have the commercial version of Adobe
PDFWriter (v5) installed on your system, you can turn OFF
downsampling, bump up the DPI to 300, embed all fonts,
and then ‘print’ the displayed data to PDF from within your
mapping program. This data can then be manipulated in a
draw program. This ‘PDF’ technique works with a large
number of GIS software.

A: For the new US Census Atlas, Mapping Census 2000:
The Geography of U.S. Diversity, Cindy Brewer and asso-
ciates created some very nice polygons of US counties.
They have an appropriate projection (many clip-art files are
Plate-Carrée) and have been nicely simplified (many GIS
source files have thousands and thousands of points).Go to:
http://www.census.gov/population/www/cen2000/at-
las.html
and choose to download one of the PostScript map files
posted there. Other than the first 3 or 4, they are all the same

file: US counties with various choropleth shading. You can
easily open the EPS file in FreeHand and recolor them all.
A word of caution, though. The US has more than 3,200
counties.

Q: I am currently researching cartography in the late

16th/early 17th century and I wonder if you know of a

resource where I could find out about the instruments

and techniques that would have been used at that time,

so my representation is accurate.

A: Try checking out information on the history of survey-
ing. In the US, several of the Surveying Magazines have
had articles on surveying Instruments.

A: I suggest looking for <“Silvio Bedini” and survey and in-
struments> on Google or similar search engine.

Q: I need to learn how to create postscript strokes/fills in

Freehand Stroke Inspector. Can anyone suggest a good

book or web sites?

A: I suggest you get in contact with Dave Brooker of
Colourmap Scanning (sadly no longer). His new company
is Mapping Ideas Ltd e-mail: info@mappingideas.co.uk or
visit: www.mappingideas.co.uk

A: Olav Martin Kvern’s ‘Real World Freehand’ (Peachpit
Press) is a great resource with lots of examples for post-
script fills and strokes. The last version covers FreeHand 8.
Also have a look at Ian Kelleigh’s site:
http://www.FreeHandSource.com/
for valuable information.

Q: I would like to measure distances from a set of obser-

vation points (distributed regularly across the Western

hemisphere) to features that are closest to each point -

therefore distance and direction should be as true as

possible across the map. Is there a single projection best

for this?

A: That’s a tall order for a projection, but you could use soft-
ware that finds earth distance based on lat/lon. You could
also calculate direction from lat/lon if you need that. There
are, of course, some projections that are better than others
for distance representation, but none of them does a great
job on a whole hemisphere. If you want to plot the points so
the representation “looks right”, the orthographic is good,
but you wouldn’t want to use it for the measurements them-
selves.

A: As sagely notes above, all projections will noticeably
distort distances and directions when dealing with an area
as large as a hemisphere. Some will perform better than
others; here are three recommendations that will do as well
as can be expected, vaguely ranked from better to less.
(Note, however, that an accurate ranking cannot be devised
without a more precise statement of requirements.)
Chamberlin Trimetric (depending strongly on choice of
base points)
Azimuthal equidistant
Airy (with the radius of minimum error set to 90 degrees)
Of these three, the azimuthal equidistant is far and away the
most common. If the important parts of the map cover the
entire western hemisphere then presumably the projection’s
aspect would be equatorial, regardless of which projection
you choose.
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Q: I am currently in the throes of producing a map for a

client for posting on the net. However I’m lead to believe

that there is a copyright problem. Unisys hold copyright

to that format and I’m told have threatened to sue those

who use such images on the net without their

permission. An internet search suggests that this

problem arose 3 or 4 years ago (there are lots of stories

posted from that time) but I notice that many other car-

tographic companies still deal in this format.

Can anyone enlighten me as to the current position? Is it

safe to use this format or can you suggest another such

as JPEG?

A: It is very true when you said Unisys will sue those who
create GIFs without getting the License from them.They
will do this even if u copy thumbnails (in GIF format) from
the net into your local system.We had such a problem and as
a safer option we went for purchasing a license from
Unisys.It is a rather circuitous process and takes quite some
time to get the “GIF Keycode” from them. If quality is not
an issue for your output maps then Isuggest JPEGs. Alter-
natively you can go for PNGs (Portable Network Graphics)
also. They give a matching quality to GIFs and they dont
need licensing, but the resulting file size will be big.

A: As far as I know the issue is still there with Unisys and
gifs. ESRI still gives instructions on how to get a GIF
license for ArcIMS 3.1 (the article on this is dated
25-May-01). One way to deal with this is to convert gifs to
jpg format. The conversion tools I use (xv on unix or
Illustrator on PC) let you specify the compression (loss)
level so you could opt for very low compression and large
file size to keep the quality if you need it (note that if this is
web only then you generally can’t see high quality anyway,
rule of thumb is use 72dpi for web).

A: It is not a matter of copyright, but of patents. GIF uses the
LZW compression algorithm (Lempl, Ziff, Welch). At the
time, Welch was working for Unisys, and they took out a
patent in the USA on the compression algorithm. They
didn’t then assert the patent rights for several years, but
more recently have been aggressively chasing for license
fees. Now UK and European patent offices have not
traditionally allowed patents on algorithms, so the patent is
probably not generally enforceable in the UK. However,
given the international nature of the internet, then US law
probably applies to some of your possible readers, and a
licence is advisable if you are applying the algorithm using
your own or unknown software. We have taken out a Unisys
licence for some web services that we host.
A mitigating factor is that many software producers of
programs that create GIF files have already paid licence
fees to Unisys, and hence GIF files created by them can be
used for any purpose, including on the Internet. I believe
that Paint Shop Pro and Adobe PhotoShop are two such pro-
grams. Finally, although Unisys patent claims to cover both
compression and decompression, the algorithm for
decompression of LZW is the same as the earlier LZ com-
pression, so is probably not covered by the patent.

Q: I am looking for information on the usability of

cartograms. I was the opinion that the distortion of the

map may confuse the readers to a point that they may

not recognise the regions anymore. Has there been any

studies in this regard?

A: Borden D. Dent did some work with them:
“A note on the importance of shape in cartogram
communication” Journal of Geog 71:7, 1972, 393-401.
“Communication aspects of value-by-area cartograms”
The American Cartographer 2:2, 1975, 154-168.
Jennifer Ware wrote a master’s thesis at Michigan State en-
titled:
“Using Animation to Improve the Communicate Aspect of
Cartograms,” 1998. If you want it you should be able to get
it through interlibrary loan.
Michael Martel did a seminar paper on the subject at Michi-
gan State, comparing communicative effectiveness of
(non-animated) contiguous and non-contiguous
cartograms.
Steven Vogel did a seminar study at U. Wis. back in 1973
“Visual Perception of Areal Cartograms: An Accuracy
Study", but it dealt only with value estimation.

Q: I have trouble importing an DXF file in Mapublisher.

Data is small and squashed in a corner. Have requested

supplier of file for more info about the format. The

manual mentions AutoCad R14. Is it not possible to use

a more recent version ? I have had info from AutoCad

that they stop supporting R14. Is there a solution or

work-around question I can probably ask supplier to

save the file in a different format, but have little previ-

ous experience, and don’t know which to ask.

A: Use MAPublisher>Import Map. Select the file to import,
in this case your DXF file. If you are importing into a new
document you should now press the defaults button. This
causes MAPublisher to examine the data and work out the
largest size it can be drawn at to still fit on your current page.
After establishing the default size, lower left location and
scale you can overrule any values you don’t like, e.g. by en-
tering your own scale (it might suggest 19876 as the scale,
but you could round this to 20000). Now press the OK
button and your map should import and draw to sensibly fill
the page. If it still does not do so, then perhaps your dxf file
is not correctly establishing the limits of the data.
MAPublisher will read the dxf file to work out the lower left
and top right limits of the map in ground co-ordinates, and
will then size the result to fit the page.

A: Zoom up on your data then using the coordinate tool find
the XY coordinate of the lower left. Make a new document
and place rulers at your lower left of page then put in your
XY coordinates and scale you want using the map
parameter filter. Some map data comes with the point of
origin as a point, this point can be hundreds of miles away,
MAPublisher will try to scale the map with this point in-
cluded. Also some mapping data holders place the map
scale to the left 3 decimal points so for importing a 1:20,000
map you set the scale at 1:20 while leaving the units of
measurement at a meter. You can find out by your coordi-
nates that you got when you first imported the map.

Q: I am a graduate student of Geomatics of P.R.China,

studying the major of GIS. I am studying Automated

line generalization, but I have little material about it, es-

pecially the latest material. Can anyone help?

A: You can find lots of related articles at:
http://www.geo.unizh.ch/ICA/docs/literature/liter_db.html
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Q: I am about to order a series of 1:5000 Maps from our

local OS, to use with Mapublisher. Among the formats

available are DXF and SHP. Can anyone suggest from

experience which to choose from ? Which would be ad-

vantages/disadvantages of one or the other ?

A: SHP would be a better choice than DXF especially be-
cause MAPublisher can perfectly manage its data
attributes.

A: You should definitely ask for all the base layers as SHP
files. In DXF form you will lose all the GIS attributes (e.g.
feature code, name, height, etc), and thus negate a lot of the
benefit of MAPublisher (being able to use the attributes to
control the symbolisation and generate the names). How-
ever, it may be useful to have the OS cartographic placed
text as a DXF file, because MAPublisher can use this to give
you text in the EPS file that is very similar to the way it was
sized, positioned, etc on the OS map.

Q: Can anyone tell me where there is readily available

demographic data for London? I am looking for census

data really but the 2001 figures are not out yet and the

1991 ones are far too out of data. I need to know loca-

tions of people by age group.

A: The former London Research Centre (now part of the
Greater London Assembly) produces detailed population
data for London, based on a model projecting ward-level
1991 Census population data forward. Basic information
should be available in their publications (mostly priced).
You will have to pay for detailed information. Have a look
at:
http://www.london-research.gov.uk/ds/dshome.htm.

Q: I am not a cartographer, rather someone who would

like to use cartographic techniques in another area.

Would someone point me to the guidelines for label

placement on maps? Has there been any usability stud-

ies on the legibility of text on maps?

A: Check out Eduard Imhof’s article “Positioning Names
on Maps” from the October 1975 issue of The American
Cartographer if you can get your hands on it. An old issue,
but that article is still very valuable. The textbook Elements
of Cartography by Robinson et al. also goes into some in-
formation about labeling, though not as much as Imhof’s
article.

A: Try the Cartographic Communication section of the Ge-
ographer’s Craft:
http://www.colorado.edu/geography/gcraft/notes/cartocom/cart

ocom_f.html

Q: I wondered if anyone converts graphs from Excel on

a PC to a mac package? Does anyone use MacLink Plus,

the write-up says that it’ll “open MS office files”, but

can you then edit them? We usually take the file through

Corel Draw, but the result is chunky lines.

A: I beleive MacLink plus is just a translation tool to aid
conversion between applications on different platforms
rather than an application in itself. What you need to get I
think is a copy of Microsoft Office for the Mac, which
includes Excel, then you can just open the file in Excel on
your Mac and cut and paste into your drawing application of

choice for editing. The file will probably take a bit of editing
to get a decent result.

A: I usually copy the graph before pasting it into
Powerpoint, then save the file as a jpeg before importing
into Freehand and redrawing if necessary. I know it is a
round robin way of doing it but it works and most graphs
only take seconds to redraw.

A: We tend to use DeltaGraph for all our graphing. As long
as the Excel data is retained with the graph, DG will import
the Excel data and and allow you to redraw the graph to a far
higher standard. DG can export EPS, or more usefully can
also export in Adobe Illustrator format which we then open
in FreeHand to allow us to complete those little “tweeks".
We find this route takes only a few minutes with the bonus
of a fully editable graph.
DeltaGraph details at:
http://www.spss.com/deltagraph/mac/dg45/

Q: Could anyone suggest a speedy supplier for air pho-

tographs, ie. next couple of days!). In particular of the

Exmoor region pre and post Oct 2001.

A: We’ve always found AeroFilms pretty reliable. Though
I’m not sure they can deliver within a acouple of days unless
you can be very specific about what it is you want. Their
address is: Aerofilms Ltd, Gate Studios, Station Rd,
Borehamwood Herts. WD6 1EJ. Tel: 0208 207 0666.
Email: library@aerofilms.com

A: We get our aerial photography from GeoInformation -
Cities Revealed digital data. As Tim mentioned, it depends
on availability, but worth a phone call.
GeoInformation Group,
313 Cambridge Science Park,
Milton Road,
Cambridge CB4 0ZD
Tel: 01223 425325
Contact: Catriona Cameron

A: You can get images or prints from the Millennium Map
(1999/2000) within a few days, but it would be quite
impossible to get new survey quality imagery in anything
less than months. Obviously someone could do you oblique
or near vertical images quite quickly if you are not too fussy
about the weather conditions, but a survey image needs
cloud and haze free conditions (so only around 20 days per
year if you are lucky!).
Contact:
The XYZ Digital Map Company Ltd,
Glasgow Office
3 Queen Margaret Road,
Glasgow,
G20 6DP,
Scotland, Europe.

A: try ADAS aerial photography unit at Wolverhampton
01902 754190

Miscellaneous transactions

There have been many other postings, including: job
opportunities, and many software announcements - some of
which are included later in this column.
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To subscribe to CARTO-SoC:

send Email to: listproc@sheffield.ac.uk
with the message subscribe carto-soc 'your
full name' in the body of the mail.

(For instance, if you were Gerardus Mercator, and
wished to subscribe, you would send the message sub-
scribe carto-soc Gerardus Mercator to the
address: listproc@sheffield.ac.uk).

To send a message to CARTO-SoC:

send Email to: carto-soc@sheffield.ac.uk.

You need to have first subscribed to CARTO-SoC to
send messages.

If your WWW browser is set up with your correct
Email address, simply type subscribe carto-soc
'your full name' in the box, and send the message.

OpenOSX Grass Pre 2 CD

Grass (Geographic Resources Analysis Support Sys-
tem) GIS Pre 2 for Mac OS X is the most complete and
sophisticated open-source GIS, now in development for
twenty years.

The OpenOSX Pre 2 CD offers Mac OS 10.0.x through
10.1 compatibility (including dual-processors), additional
modules, along with bug fixes.

With over 350 modules, Grass is the only real alterna-
tive to ArcView GIS, which fully-configured will cost more
than US$20,000 and is not supported on Macintoshes.

Grass GIS offers state of the art three-dimensional dy-
namic spatial analysis and visualization. Users of Grass
include NASA, USGS (U.S. Geological Survey) and
NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion) to name a few.

The OpenOSX CD greatly simplifies installation and
installs a long list of all the required libraries and programs
for full functionality. The CD is bundled with complete doc-
umentation and limited installation support.

Some popular file formats Grass supports are: GeoTiff,
Tiff, DXF, students, DEM, Shape, ELAS, PNG, ARC, MIF,
Tiger, Garmin, ASCII and more.

Features at a glance:

¤ Ortho-Rectification

¤ Digital Elevation Model Creation and Editing

¤ Hypsography (Contour Lines) Generation

¤ Automated Digital Line Graph (DLG) Creation

¤ Project Raster & Vector Data in More then 100 Pro-
jections

¤ Thematic Polygons Generated Autonomously

¤ Export and Import GIS Data with Attributes

¤ Classification & Reclassification

¤ Shaded Relief with 16-bit Precision

¤ Statistical Analysis

¤ Coordinate Conversion

¤ Neighbor Variance

¤ Geostatistics and Spatial Data Analysis

¤ 3-D Visualization

¤ Surface Prediction

Simulation Modeling Capabilities:

¤ Erosion Modeling

¤ Storm Water Runoff

¤ Soil & Water Assessment

¤ Watershed Calculation

¤ Wildfire Spread Simulation

The owner of OpenOSX, Jeshua Lacock, has published
the Grass Pre2 binaries for free and immediate down-
loading. The binaries do not include the required Xfree86
or the other software that is installed by OpenOSX.com’s
CD. The binar ies may be downloaded from:
http://grass.itc.it/grass5/binary/mac_os_x/

The OpenOSX Grass CD is US$30 and 6-month CD
subscriptions are available for US$80. More information
about the OpenOSX Grass Pre2 CD is available at:
http://OpenOSX.com/grass/

From a SierraMaps.com electronic press release

Land Cover Map 2000 (LCM2000)

A complete census of the UK countryside was
launched at the recent “Mapping the Countryside” event
held by the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Af-
fairs (DEFRA).

Created by the Centre for Ecology & Hydrology
(CEH), the LCM2000 is a complete census of land cover in
the UK on a field by field basis. It updates the Land Cover
Map of Great Britain (LCMGB) of 1990 and was produced
with the aid of Laser-Scan’s unique technology.

Dr Geoff Smith of CEH, who developed the production
methodology, said,

“The LCM2000 offers users of the data much more
than just a map. The vector land parcel structure provides a
data storage framework for the development of advanced
environmental applications. Diverse data holdings can be
integrated within a consistent landscape context “

Laser-Scan’s software has allowed the combination of
image processing capabilities with full GIS and spatial
analysis functionality.

LCM2000 uses a combination of summer and winter
satellite images to allow discrimination between different
land cover types. Developments to the image
pre-processing stage have allowed improvements to the in-
put data compared with those used in LCMGB. The most
important development in LCM2000 is the use of spectral
segmentation of images to generate vector land parcels on
which the remainder of the production is based. Laser-Scan
technology is used to classify the land parcels generated.
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The LCM2000 will be available in a number of formats
ranging from a raster product identical to LCMGB to
Gothic data sets with full attribution. The Centre for Ecol-
ogy and Hydrology (CEH) is one of the Natural
Environment Research Council’s (NERC) research centres.
CEH incorporates scientific expertise across a range of dis-
ciplines including terrestrial ecology, and hydrology
environmental microbiology and virology, and is the UK’s
leading body for environmental monitoring and research.

For fur ther information on CEH see:

http://www.ceh.ac.uk

For more about Land Cover Map 2000 see:

http://www.ceh.ac.uk/data/lcm/lcm2000.shtm

From a Laser-Scan electronic press release

Avenza Systems release new Major
Cities USA product

Major Cities USA is a complete set of 44 ready-to-use
and royalty-free Adobe Illustrator files of the 36 largest
metropolitan areas in the United States. Macromedia Free-
Hand files will be available soon.

All Major Cities USA files were created from US
Census Bureau TIGER® 2000 data and form the perfect
base for cartographic production of the largest US metro-
politan areas - with or without MAPublisher. Each file has
also been optimized for use with MAPublisher although
they can be used without MAPublisher as well.

Each Adobe Illustrator file contains separate layers for
each map feature. Up to 12 different feature types are in-
cluded for each area and for areas encompassing more than
one county, individual county data files have been grouped
to form a single Illustrator layer. Each layer also includes
the complete table of attribute data identifying each feature
according to its unique characteristics such as name and
type. Using the MAPublisher Select by Attribute function
along with the included documentation map objects can be
easily found and stylized, labeled or deleted as desired.
Other MAPublisher tools such as Transform Scale and Pro-
jection Editor may also be used to prepare the Illustrator
files for further cartographic work. The attribute table for
each layer may be used for labeling purposes using the
MAP Tagger Tool or Feature Text Label and in combination
with the documentation the MAPublisher legend tools can
be used to symbolize and stylize the map features. The files
can also be used as a base upon which additional data can be
overlaid.

Key features of this file set include:

¤ all geographic data has been imported and laid out in
Adobe Illustrator in a ready-to-use presentation.

¤ for areas covering multiple counties, like feature
types have been combined on single layers.

¤ all files are geographically referenced and scaled and
include the geographic information necessary to
transform or project using MAPublisher and to use
with additional data files.

¤ all road and water line layers have been pre-joined to
facilitate easier labeling, style application, legending
and searching.

¤ all road attribute name columns have been concate-
nated so that the complete name, including road type
(street, avenue etc.) and directional variable, is avail-
able to facilitate easier labeling and identification.

¤ all layers come complete with an attribute table con-
taining unique information for each map feature.

¤ all files are cross-platform, allowing for use with both
Mac and Windows based systems.

Major Cities USA files are available individually via
download starting at US$49 or as a complete set on
CD-ROM for only US$495. Pre-order the CD set and pay
only US$395, saving US$100.

Complete details and sample files can be found at:
http://www.avenza.com

For further information please contact Avenza at
905-567-2811, info@avenza.com or visit the company’s
website.
From an Avenza electronic press release

Corel completes acquisition of
Micrografx, Inc.

Corel reports that its acquisition of Micrografx, Inc., is
now complete. The deal officially closed on October 30,
2001. Micrografx’s world-class products are integrated into
Corel’s evolving product family. Corel will provide support
for Micrografx’s current products, including the re-
cently-released Picture Publisher(R) 10, Picture Publisher
Digital Camera Edition and Micrografx Designer(R) 9.
Corel is also committed to supporting and growing
Micrografx’s Enterprise Process Management business,
which includes the complete iGrafx(R) product line led by
ABC FlowCharter(R). In addition, the company has identi-
fied a number of opportunities which will build upon the
strengths of each organization to further extend its relation-
ship with its customers worldwide.

Free graphics resources at Designer.com

Designer.com is a free site provided as a resource to the
Corel graphics community. If you use CorelDRAW, Corel
PHOTO-PAINT(R), Corel R.A.V.E.(TM) or any of Corel’s
other graphics products, be sure to drop by for free tips, tu-
torials and downloads. Visit Designer.com today at:
http://www.designer.com/

From the Corel electronic newsletter
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NASA’s VISIBLE EARTH RESOURCES

NASA has a searchable directory of images, visualisa-
tions, and animations of the Earth:
http://www.visibleearth.nasa.gov/

Reproduction Guidelines/Copyright

Unless otherwise noted, all images and animations
made available through Visible Earth are generally not
copyrighted. You may use NASA imagery, video and audio
material for educational or informational purposes, includ-
ing photo collections, textbooks, public exhibits, and
Internet web pages. This general permission does not in-
clude the NASA insignia logo (the blue "meatball"
insignia). For commercial use, the use of some images may
require further coordination through a NASA corporate as-
sociate (for example, ORBIMAGE is the required contact
for the commercial use of any SeaWiFS images). Images in
Visible Earth that require further commercial permissions
are so noted.

A carto-soc subscriber’s site of the week suggestion

MAPublisher-SVG

Avenza Systems Inc. of Mississauga, Ontario, Canada,
the developer of MAPublisher, has released the beta
version of its new scalable vector graphics (SVG) initiative,
MAPublisher-SVG.

MAPublisher-SVG is a complete set of Adobe Illus-
trator plugins, JavaScript applets and HTML code for use
with MAPublisher, that allow MAPublisher GIS maps to be
exported as data-rich SVG files for delivery on the Internet
or Intranets. A similar set of files for use with Macromedia
FreeHand is currently in development.

Unlike standard SVG files, which are natively export-
able by Adobe Illustrator, MAPublisher-SVG files retain all
the data attribute tables and present them in a searchable
and queriable manner. Through the use of the included
JavaScript applets and HTML template f i les
MAPublisher-SVG files can be searched and queried in an
Internet or Intranet browser.

Now any MAPublisher-created file can be quickly and
easily published on the Internet while retaining its spatial
database of information.

Key features of MAPublisher-SVG include:

¤ MAPublisher-SVG export filter for Adobe Illustrator
(Mac and Windows)

¤ Attribute Frame JavaScript applet for displaying at-
tributes of MAPublisher-SVG layers.

¤ Query Frame JavaScript applet for querying data at-
tributes of MAPublisher-SVG map layers.

¤ Starter HTML files code necessary to deliver the map
and applets in a web browser.

¤ Easy to use and deploy. Simply select
MAPublisher-SVG from the export menu and then
upload your SVG file to your web or Intranet server.

MAPublisher-SVG is currently not available for pur-
chase. Pricing and availability will be announced shortly. In
the meantime MAPublisher for Adobe Illustrator users may
enjoy and experiment with it at no charge. The product may
be downloaded from http://www.avenza.com/svg

Complete details and sample files can be found at
http://www.avenza.com/svg

For further information please contact Avenza at
905-567-2811, info@avenza.com or visit the company’s
website at: http://www.avenza.com

From an Avenza electronic press release

Laser-Scan technology underpins
world's first navigation service to a
mobile phone

Mobile navigation specialist YEOMAN have
launched its eagerly awaited personal navigation service
for use throughout Great Britain. YEOMAN VoxNav is the
first service in the world that enables drivers to access route
planning, traffic information and 'turn-by-turn' directions
delivered by voice through conventional mobile phones.

YEOMAN relies on its subsidiary Laser-Scan to pro-
vide the underlying technology which supports its
groundbreaking service. YEOMAN has developed the
technology to deliver turn-by-turn voice directions, route
and traffic information direct to conventional mobile
phones. YEOMAN VoxNav utilises Laser-Scan's powerful
object-oriented solution to deliver meaningful instructions
that reflect the real world; rather than describing a journey
in terms of distances and road numbers alone, the driver is
given intuitive instructions akin to those given by a fellow
passenger, such as "turn left after the Red Lion pub".

YOMAN VoxNav is accessed simply by making a pre-
mium rate phone call to 09050 505050 from any mobile
phone. The call is answered by an operator who prompts the
caller for their destination and current location. This can be
an exact address or the name of a pub, restaurant, hotel,
motorway junction, house number or even house name.
YEOMAN VoxNav calculates the best route, taking into ac-
count current and predicted traffic conditions, and provides
drivers with a route summary and how long it should take to
get there. This personalised route is then defined by a series
of detailed spoken 'turn-by-turn' directions, which the
driver can access whenever needed by calling the service
throughout the journey.
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The YEOMAN system includes accurate records of the
entire road network, a complete database of every single
residential and business address, and traffic information
from thousands of roadside sensors, which update central
servers every few minutes. Laser-Scan's technology inte-
grates the relevant data efficiently and seamlessly, warning
drivers to re-route if necessary.

YEOMAN have also announced the initial availability
of the first of a series of accessories that integrates GPS
(Global Positioning System) location information with the
VoxNav service. The first accessory is a GPS receiver that
interfaces with a hands-free car kit for Nokia phones. This
makes a Nokia phone into a location enabled phone, en-
abling VoxNav to know the exact location of the driver and
deliver directions and route information as and when
they're needed. Using GPS, VoxNav will also be able to spot
when the driver has taken a wrong turn, allowing them to be
alerted and re-routed if required, providing more benefits
than expensive in-car satellite navigation systems.

The YEOMAN system is easily scalable to accommo-
date significant demand and YEOMAN is working to
introduce further GPS enabled accessories for a wider range
of mobile phone models. It is also expected that more hand-
set manufacturers will introduce handsets with integrated
GPS within the next 12 to 24 months. YEOMAN's technol-
ogy will integrate seamlessly with these handsets.

From a Laser-Scan electronic press release

U.K. Food Industry Maps

Now available from Agri-Food Market Analysis, spe-
cialist thematic maps of the United Kingdom Food
Industry. The full colour maps are approximately 40x30
inches and at scales of approx. 1:1,250,000. They are:

¤ The Cereals Industry in the United Kingdom, 2001.
(£22.00)

¤ The Dairy Industry in the United Kingdom & Ireland,
2000. (£21.00)

¤ Brewing & Distilling in the United Kingdom, 2000.
(£19.75)

¤ The Meat & Livestock Industry in the United King-
dom, 1999. (£19.50)

** NOTE: Lower prices available for multiple orders **

See website for further information, examples, and order-
ing: http://www.geog.gla.ac.uk/~dmcqueen/

From a University of Glasgow electronic press release

Safe Software Adds Support for
Microsoft® MapPoint® 2002

FME® plug-in allows MapPoint 2002 to read 90 spa-
tial data formats. Safe Software, the industry leader in data
translation solutions, announces that it has added support
for Microsoft MapPoint 2002 to its FME Suite 2002 soft-
ware. FME Suite 2002 now includes a plug-in that will
directly import 90 spatial data formats into MapPoint 2002.

Safe Software’s Feature Manipulation Engine (FME)
Suite 2002 is stand-alone software that translates data for-

mats, enhances information, and provides unparalleled ac-
cess to and sharing of information. FME Suite can read,
write, and transform spatial data, including many Geo-
graphic Information System (GIS), Computer-Aided
Design (CAD), and database formats. The company’s FME
application extender allows MapPoint 2002 users to import
and project their spatial data onto MapPoint’s extensive li-
brary of maps.

MapPoint 2002 is Microsoft’s business mapping appli-
cation that enables users to identify customer locations,
illustrate business trends, and define new opportunities and
areas of potential growth. The North American edition of
MapPoint 2002 includes over 6.4 million miles of streets;
however, when users first install the program, they can im-
port only 3 Microsoft-native data formats. By using the
FME application extender, users can import and project 90
spatial data formats.

With the creation of the FME application extender for
MapPoint 2002, users of any skill level gain extraordinary
spatial data import functionality and the ability to easily vi-
sualize business information, communicate key data using
maps, and integrate maps into the work they do in Microsoft
MapPoint 2002.

Safe Software releases web-based data
delivery software, SpatialDirect 2002

Safe Software announces the release of SpatialDirect
2002, a web-based system for distributing and retrieving
spatial data either over the Internet or through an intranet.

SpatialDirect users select the data they need using a
web browser, then download the data file in a GIS or CAD
format of their choice. The software is available with its
own HTML-browser interface, or as a plug-in for
web-mapping applications, including Autodesk
MapGuide, ESRI ArcIMS, MapInfo MapXtreme, and
Intergraph GeoMedia WebMap.

SpatialDirect uses Safe Software’s powerful FME
(Feature Manipulation Engine) technology to translate GIS
(Geographic Information System) and CAD (Com-
puter-Aided Design) formats, as well as spatial databases
like ESRI ArcSDE, MapInfo SpatialWare, GeoTask, and
Oracle 8i Spatial. SpatialDirect 2002 software is platform
independent, and is supported on Microsoft Windows and
selected UNIX platforms.

Full working demos can be downloaded from:
http://gm12.com/r.html?c=110950&r=110871&t=166133

07&l=1&d=7821357&u=http://www.spatialdirect.com

From Safe Software electronic press releases
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